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Abst ract - -Th is  paper describes an interactive system which allows dancers to program music 
in real time. It uses ultrasonic sonar to determine the positions of the dancers and translates this 
information into multichannel MIDI  output. 
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Cyberdeck: 
Cybempace: 
Knowledge base: 
Sonar: 
Virtual reality (Virtual world): 
GLOSSARY OF  TERMS 
a device which allows humans to be immersed and interact with virtual 
worlds. 
usually a large virtual world or collection of virtual worlds which allow 
extensive human immersion, participation, and navigation. 
facts about a domain of discourse and rules for using those facts. 
a device for using burst of sound to detect the direction and range of 
distant objects. 
a computer generated knowledge base which simulates object interactions 
in real time with human participation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper describes a sonar pattern recognition system and its application to an interactive 
dance and music control system. 
We were motivated to develop this system because it allows dancers to program music without 
wearing any special equipment, a "no gear" approach. It's a sonar cyberdeck, in the sense that 
it immerses the participants in a responsive virtual world. It will empower those performers who 
can work with both music and space. 
A major consideration for us is that a sonar system is a lot cheaper to build than a vision 
system. 
The sonar cyberdeck uses the dancer's movements todevelop ahigh level, musical world picture, 
using trained pattern recognition and a high level, semantic knowledge base. The world picture 
is translated into multichannel MIDI in real time by a musician agent. 
Thanks to D. Saroff for hardware construction and consulting, M. Christensen for hardware consulting, and 
S. Scherf or a working laser and mirror actuators. 
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Depending on the programming, either highly trained performers or naive guests (just walk 
right on stage) may create and move in a virtual world. 
We believe that this embedding of the performer in such a virtual world, with its kineoaesthetic 
and syn-aesthetic possibilities, will lead to new music and dance, that would be difficult to create 
otherwise. 
All of this needs artists: the dancers, a librettist/choreographer to create a semantic knowledge 
base, and a musician to write the musician agent. 
In the following sections, we describe the current design of the sonar cyberdeck and some 
further possibilities. 
2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
Figure 1 summarizes the operation of the system. Dancers are tracked by ultrasonic sonar, 
at the moment with two "pingers." The immediate direction/range data is converted into raw 
(x, y, t) form and any tracking (which has the sonar pingers follow a solo performancer rather 
than just scan back and forth) is done by the first level of the software. 
The next level converts the raw data and inserts it as features and higher level narrative into 
the knowledge base. 
The musician agent then translates the dynamic world picture into multichannel MIDI in real 
time. The dancers will hear the music in stereo or processed 3D sound. 
3. HARDWARE 
A sonar device comprises a 49.9 ld-Iz ultrasonic "pinger," control circuitry, and a stepper motor 
to point the pinger. Two of these devices are controlled by an Amiga PC. 
The original design is due to Iovine [1]. The only change we had to make to his design was to 
move the diodes parallel to the stepper motor coils to protect against inductive kick. 
At the heart of this system is a sonar ranging module which is commonly used in video cameras 
for auto focusing. This system is capable of measuring distances up to 35 ft. When measured 
with an oscilloscope and mike at about 6 ft, the sound pulse was only a few inches wide. 
The software in the computer measures time ~s in .1 ms increments, which allows for accuracy 
in the system up to 1.38 inches at room temperature. Basically the software steps the motor to 
the next position, signals the ranging module to "ping," measures the time ~ft since its last signal, 
to calculates the distance. 
4. DATA ACQUISITION 
The sonar control software which does the immediate data acquisition is written in a version 
of Forth with object-oriented language xtensions. It tracks solo performers (giving a stream 
of (x, y, t)) or scans groups (giving a stream of ((xl, Yl),... (xn, yn),t)). In tracking mode, the 
stepper motor is controlled to follow the dancer, but in scan mode, it just pans the pinger back 
and forth. 
5. BUILDING THE VIRTUAL WORLD P ICTURE 
Raw (x, y, t) data about dancer's movements could obviously be mapped directly into MIDI 
output. In order to produce a richer interaction, we are developing a virtual world through which 
the action is seen. This is done in two steps: 
(1) create a dynamic, higher level world picture (WP) or point of view (POV) which includes 
some raw data history and higher level semantic scenes. We use some AI hueristics to 
accomplish this. The scenes may suggest musical descriptions or be more programmatic 
(trying to follow a story line). The idea is to create a story or a series of suggestive 
statements about the dancer's movement. 
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Figure 1. Functional picture of system operation. 
(2) have the musician agent use this already rich POV from which to create the music. The 
POV creation is mostly AI heuristics except for the effort in creating the overall scenario. 
The musician agent's algorithm is written by a composer and is the artistic heart of the 
sonar cyberdeck. 
5.1 .  Feature  Extraction 
The raw data is treated as a curve and is analyzed for its differential information: velocity, unit 
tangent vector, curvature, etc. The curve is also partitioned syntactically into regions of curve 
type (line, curve, angle, or stopped). The curve types are kept in chronological order as separate 
features. 
All this information isexpressed as features for use in the first AI hueristics, a modified version 
of a statistical pattern recognition system developed by Rubine [2,3]. Rubine's system was 
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Figure 2. Functional picture of Rubine's training algorithm. 
) 
developed for character recognition, the beginning and end of each character being known to 
the algorithm. We have adapted it for recognition of patterns embedded in long curves (dancer's 
paths) and added the syntactic urve type history. 
Rubine's ystem uses a linear discriminator with weights produced by training, to evaluate how 
well a given feature vector fits one of the previously determined classes. A class in our case is 
a figure repeated by a dancer several times in the same way. Each of these figures must exhibit 
the same curve type history. Bad figures axe thrown out. Figure 2 summarizes how the weights 
for the evaluator are calculated. We were able to use from Rubine's thesis project code, which 
compiled easily (very professional work). 
The data smoothing and feature xtraction component creates the kinetics structure of the 
knowledge base, see the Data Dictionary in Appendix A. 
5.2. The  Scene  Manager 
We use two more AI hueristics to produce a dynamic world picture that is useful to the musician 
programmer. The current world picture contains a summary of the kinetics (who's where, etc.) 
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and also a musically suggestive narrative which changes with the dancer's movements in complex 
(unpredictable) ways. 
5.2.1. The fuzzy cognitive map 
The first step in producing the POV is to feed the kinetics through a fuzzy cognitive map 
(FCM); see [4]. 
Figure 3 shows a sample FCM and Appendix B contains aC program which generates a sample 
output from the FCM. 
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Figure 3. Fuzzy cognitive map (FCM). 
In real time, the inputs to the FCM would be set by the dancer's actions, e.g., "move in a line, 
fast, stage left" would set node (0) to 1--"Woodblocks, tympani, and horns." 
Just as some computer games use systems of differential equations to add some texture to the 
action, an FCM provides an easy to program and run dynamical system, which soon comes to 
equilibrium. FCMs can also be added together to get more complex ones. 
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5.2.2. The  semant ic  net  
Semantic nets are an old AI hueristic [5]. The basic idea is to represent objects and their 
relationships at various levels of abstraction. Frames or different points of view are applied to 
generate statements about the scenes or objects. 
6. THE MUSICIAN 
The musical environment is based on HMSL (Hierarchical Music Specification Language). It 
is written in Forth with object-oriented language xtensions (for an overview, see [6]). This envi- 
ronment provides low-level MIDI tools as well as higher level time-based structures, objects, and 
methods (players, instruments, productions, jobs, shapes, behaviors, etc.). The scene manager is 
written in C and the POV resides in shared memory also accessible by the Forth task. 
The HMSL program interprets the POV according to the context of the choreography. Possi- 
bilities of interpretation are too numerous to list, but among these would be context-dependent 
chordal progressions, oloist or contrapuntal polyphonic textures, rhythmic pattern manipula- 
tion, timbral and DSP control, or microtonal control of pitch material. Other applications might 
include interactive performance installations and image manipulation systems. 
7. VIRTUAL WORLD ASPECTS 
The structure of the sonar cyberdeck has been influenced by virtual reality (VR) and cyberspace 
technology. The POV and scene manager aspects are influenced by the work of one of the 
authors [7]. 
The dancers are embedded in a space and music virtual world, with far more real time inter- 
action than usual in dance performances. With simple telephone modems links to other sonar 
cyberdecks (they're cheap!), dancers in several cities could participate in a shared virtual world 
with musical avatars. For related information on VR, please see [8-12]. 
8. FUTURES 
Finding performers who can work in this new medium and expand it is a very exciting prospect. 
The ideal sonar cyberdeck artist would have an intuition for music and space, perhaps a rare 
combination. 
We are designing a phase-array version of the sonar pingers for much greater speed and reso- 
lution. This would allow subtle gesture recognition and highly personalized programming of the 
cyberdeck. 
We also believe that sequential processing of time series data will become too slow compared 
with neuro-fuzzy techniques, especially as neural net and fuzzy chips become more available. 
They now allow for tens of thousands to millions of recognitions per second. Neuro-fuzzy and 
multiprocessor techniques will become the only practical ones for cyberdeck interfaces. 
Three-dimensional sound is another interest of ours and a good use for the DSP on the 
Amiga [13]. In fact, the term "Cone of Confusion" has been adopted as the name of an electronic 
music group. 
raw data: 
current feature vector: 
kinetics: 
evaluation functions: 
class of current feature: 
APPENDIX  A 
DATA D ICT IONARY (AND FURTHER GLOSSARY)  
(x, y, t) as a time series. 
the set of accumulated features. 
the feature vector, position, velocity, acceleration, unit tangent vector, 
curvature, etc. 
use the weights from training. 
the closest matching class to the feature--has the lowest distance from class 
to feature vector. 
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semantic net: 
fuzzy cognitive map: 
world picture (POV): 
semantic description ofworld objects and relationships between them. 
fuzzy signed irected graph (with feedback) used here with musical proper- 
ties driven by kinetic input. 
high level description ofvirtual world for use by the musician agent. 
APPENDIX  B 
C PROGRAM AND OUTPUT 
** FCM.C- FCM 
** (c) Indra's Net Farm - 1993 
**/  
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <console.h> 
#define N_NODE 7 
/* 
* set the parameters 
,/ 
int 
{ 
}; 
F [N_NODE] [N_NODE] = 
{o, 1,-1, o,o,o,o}, 
{o ,o ,o ,o ,o , i ,o} ,  
{o , - i ,o ,o ,o ,o ,o} ,  
{1, O,l,O,O,O,O}, 
{o,o, l ,O,O,O,-1},  
{o,o ,o , l ,O ,O ,  1}, 
{o,o,-1, o,o,o,o}, 
int 
int 
int 
int 
int 
*FF [N_NODE] ; 
I[N_.NODE] = {0, O, O, O, 0 , 0 , 0}; 
SEN-NODE] = {0, O, O, O, 0 , O, 0}; 
SP[N..NODE] : {0, O, O, O, 0 , O, 0}; 
debug = O; 
char 
{ 
*Nares[2 * N_NODE] = 
"Wood blocks, tympani, and horns", 
"Strings and metal percussion", 
"Increase volume", 
"Decrease volume", 
"DSP acts as delay", 
"DSP acts as reverb", 
"Increase tempo", 
"Decrease tempo", 
"Modal scales", 
"Chromatic scales", 
"Contrapunal tracking", 
"Pitch tracking, with chordal accompaniment", 
"Strings and piano", 
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"Woodwinds and horns", 
}; 
/ *  x_dot_m() - p re  mult vector  in to  mat r ix .  
* i - input  
* j - output  
*/ 
vo id  
x_dot_m(X, W, i ,  j ,  D) 
in t  *X, **W; 
in t  i ,  j ;  
i n t  *D; 
{ 
int i, k; 
for (i = 0; i < j I++) 
for (D[I] = 0.0, k = 0;k < i; k++) 
D[l] += X[k] • WEk][1] ; 
/* 
*vfdump() - dump vector  
*/ 
void 
vfdump(X, j )  
in t  *X; 
in t  j ;  
{ 
i n t  1; 
for (I = 0; 1 < j; i++) 
printf("Y,d : ", X[l]); 
pr in t  f (" \n" )  ; 
f f lush(s td in )  ; 
char  * Inbuf [ ]  = 
{ 
}; 
"100010 
"100010 
"100010 
"100000 
"100000 
"100000 
"000010 
"000010 
"000010 
"000010 
"000010 
,,$$,, 
O0 
O0 
O0 
O0 
O0 
O0 
O0 
O0 
O0 
O0 
O0 
0"  • 
0 '! 
0 il 
0 '! p 
0" 
0 II 
0" 
0" 
0" 
0" 
O" 
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main(argc, argv) 
int argc; 
char **argv; 
{ 
int in_dx = O, i,j,k; 
char W[200] ; 
argc = ccommand(&argv); 
* set up pointer arrays 
*/ 
for (i = O; i < N_NODE; i++) 
FF[i] = F[i]; 
* main loop. 
*/ 
while(l) 
{ 
* pick up input. 
*/ 
if (!strcmp(Inbuf[in_dx], "$$")) 
{ 
printf("+++ done +++\n"); 
fflush(stdin); 
return; 
} 
sscanf(Inbuf[in_dx], "7,d 7,d 7,d 7,d 7,d 7,d 7,d", &I[0], &I[1], 
&I[2], &I[3], &I[4] , &I[5], &I[6]); 
in_dx++; 
if (debug) 
{ 
printf("++ got new points\n"); 
fflush(stdin); 
} 
* jam in inputs. 
*/ 
for (i = O; i < N_NODE; i++) 
s[i] i= I[i]; 
if (debug) 
{ 
vfdump(S, N_NODE) ; 
f flush(stdin) ; 
} 
/* 
* dot X into FCM and thresh. 
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,/ 
x_dot_m(S, FF, N-NODE, N_NODE, SP); 
if (debug) 
{ 
printf("++ after x_m_dot \n"); 
fflush(stdin); 
} 
if (debug) 
vfdump(SP, N-NODE); 
for (i = O; i < N_NODE; 
if (SP[i] >= I) 
s[i] = i; 
else 
S[i] = 0; 
i++) 
if (debug) 
{ 
vfdump(S, N_NODE); 
fflush(stdin); 
} 
/* 
* jam in i nputs .  
*/ 
fo r  ( i  = O; i < N_NODE; i++) 
S[i]i-- I[i]; 
for (i = Of i < N-NODE; i++) 
if (S[i]) 
printf("Y,s : ", Nares[2 * i]); 
else 
printf("~s : ", Nares[2 * i + I]); 
print f ( "\n" ) ; 
/ **~***,~****** 
* edited output  
**************/ 
Wood blocks, tympanin,  and horns : Increase volume : DSP acts as reverb : 
Decrease tempo : Modal  scales : P i tch tracking, with chordal accompaniment : 
Woodwinds  and horns : 
Wood blocks, tympani ,  and horns : Increase volume : DSP acts as reverb : 
Decrease tempo : Modal  scales : Contrapunal  tracking : Woodwinds and horns : 
Wood blocks, tympani ,  and horns : Increase volume : DSP acts as reverb : 
Increase tempo : Modal  scales : Contrapunal  tracking : Woodwinds and horns : 
Wood blocks, tympani ,  and horns : Increase volume : DSP acts as delay : 
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Increase tempo : Chromat ic  scales : Contrapunal  tracking :
Woodwinds  and horns : 
Wood blocks, tympani ,  and horns : Decrease volume : DSP acts as reverb : 
Increase tempo : Chromat ic  scales : Contrapunal  tracking : Str ings and piano : 
Wood blocks, tympani ,  and horns : Increase volume : DSP acts as reverb : 
Increase tempo : Chromat ic  scales : P i tch tracking, with chordal accompaniment  : 
piano : 
Wood blocks, tympani ,  and horns : Increase volume : DSP acts as reverb : 
Decrease tempo : Modal  scales : Contrapunal  tracking : Woodwinds and horns : 
Str ings and metal  percussion : Increase volume : DSP acts as reverb : 
Increase tempo : Modal  scales : Contrapunal  tracking : Woodwinds and horns : 
Wood blocks, tympani ,  and horns : Decrease volume : DSP acts as delay : 
Increase tempo : Modal  scales : Contrapunal  tracking : Woodwinds and horns : 
Wood blocks, tympani ,  and horns : Decrease volume : DSP acts as delay : 
Increase tempo : Modal  scales : P i tch tracking, with chordal accompaniment  : 
Woodwinds and horns : 
Wood blocks, tympani ,  and horns : Decrease volume : DSP acts as delay : 
Decrease tempo : Modal  scales : P i tch tracking, with chordal accompaniment  : 
Woodwinds  and horns : 
Str ings and 
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